
Pandora’s Silo… Or
Why America just keeps giving*… the world grief.

*And then charging us for the privilege…

… Pandora’s Box…
… actually a large jar which contained all the evils of the world…



King Kong…
… the 800-pound Gorilla… spends $610bn…

… per year on defense… they have to recoup…

… the 800-pound Gorilla…
… is an American English expression for a person, organisation or nation so
powerful that it can act without regard to the rights of others or the law…



Ping Pong…
… fighting infinite troops… impervious to #MSM

… evolution…
… Andrew Jackson was a bit of a smart ass, and when called a Jackass in
1828 he adopted the ‘strong-willed’ AKA stubborn animal on campaign posters.

Fifty years later Thomas Nast who ironically had made the donkey synonymous
with the Democrats, drew a cartoon with a donkey diguised as a lion (sheep
in wolves clothing) scaring away all the animals… including the elephant which
was labelled “The Republican Vote”.

Napoleon: an army of lions led by a deer can never be an army of lions…

… four hostile newspapers are to be feared more than a thousand bayonets…

The Fall of Washington…
… frequently sentiment or a strong theme
overwhelms facts. The cliché goes that Rome
fell due to decadence. Not so… their downfall
was down to outsourcing their supply chains.

Today the West have sacrificed their own
manufacturing prowess in favour of short-term
profits on cheap imports.



… being top dog or alpha ape…
… feels a lot like this a lot of the time…

… throwing poop…
… is a sign of high ordered behaviour and heightened development in the motor cortex… better
throwers have more highly developed left brain hemispheres… the left hemisphere is dominant in
language… those ruled by the left are logical, strategic and rational. Those ruled by the right brain
are creative, curious, intuitive and… usually dominated by the money monkey men…

… those motivated by acquisition and conquest fear having their assets siezed and being conquered.
When they’ve conquered all… all they have to look forward to in time is their inevitable downfall…



The self-proclaimed smartest people…
… keep repeating themselves… old farts…

… Ibrahim Lincoln…
… it was like this see… Ibrahim freed all the slaves… but that didn’t suit everybody,
so some heavy duty people had him killed… but later they made out he was a hero…

Circle the wwwagons…
… contain the hostility…



… I am not an educated man.
… I never had the opportunity to learn anything

except how to fight.

Pancho Villa
My sole ambition is to rid Mexico of the class that has oppressed her and give the
people a chance to know what real liberty means. And if I could bring that about
today by giving up my life, I would do it gladly.



Circle the wwwagons…
… the internet is TOO free…

… the true American…
… is an man who knows the price of everything, and the value of nothing.



The only good injun is a dead injun…
… for injun read Muslim #Amereedom



Their certain brand of freedom?
They’re selling you short #Amereedom

Emiliano Zapata
It is better to die on your feet than live on your knees.


